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 Modest structures made of large stones proliferated in the rural towns of central Arkansas 
and the Ozark Mountains region, during the 1930s and 1940s.  The town of Vilonia, Arkansas, is 
a prime example having a long history of stone structures built with distinctive regional 
characteristics from as early as the 1920s to the present.  This vernacular architecture peaked 
during the 1940s after men became skilled in masonry construction from working on building 
projects associated with Franklin Roosevelt’s New Deal programs.  These programs sought to 
restore families back to a desired level of comfort through direct relief payments and public 
works projects.  Through these programs, the status of the vernacular or untrained local builder 
was heightened to a new level.    

 Documentation and fieldwork revealed that stone structures in Vilonia are largely 
characterized by Craftsman influences.  Many were built using mixed masonry materials 
meaning that stone and brick were both utilized as construction materials in a single building.  A 
windshield survey of the properties was conducted from which a variety of the best examples 
were measured.  Residents were also interviewed.  This vernacular methodology will be 
combined with the social and technological aspects of depression era architecture.  New Deal 
programs ultimately contributed to the architectural and social character of Vilonia, Arkansas. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 Vilonia, Arkansas’s New Deal-Era building programs enhanced the skills of the local 

craftsperson and instilled value on craft-built buildings of native stone, resulting in a vernacular 

architecture that defined a regional identity while also expressing part of a national identity and 

pride.  Using the rural community of Vilonia, located in Faulkner County, Arkansas, as a case 

study, this thesis examines the town’s built environment in the Depression Era and shortly 

thereafter.  Vilonia is a prime example as a representative case study of a town in the central 

region of Arkansas that had a variety of stone building types borrowing details from various 

styles.  From as early as the 1920s to the present, local builders have been building stone 

structures in Vilonia built with distinctive regional characteristics that gradually began to exhibit 

influences of New Deal-Era building programs.  Modest houses that incorporated large pieces of 

limestone and sandstone, mostly gathered from fields or quarried from nearby creek beds, 

proliferated in the rural towns of central Arkansas and the Ozark Mountains region, including 

Missouri, and eastern Oklahoma, during the 1930s and 1940s (fig. 1).  Other states have reported 

the presence of these structures, but State Historic Preservation Offices have not fully 

concentrated survey efforts on them.1  Until recently, these structures had not received much 

scholarly attention.2 

 The question arises, why has a group of buildings, so important to the economic and 

social history of Vilonia and other rural areas, been so ignored?  In part, it is because city 

                                                           
1 Holly Hope, A Storm Couldn’t Tear Them Down:  The Mixed Masonry Buildings of Silas Owens Sr., 1938-1955 
(2004), 5 [on-line]; available from http://www.arkansaspreservation.org/publications/; Internet; accessed 1 February 
2007. 
2 Ibid.  Since 2004, the Arkansas Historic Preservation Program (AHPP) has concentrated survey efforts only on the 
“mixed masonry” buildings built by Silas Owens, Sr.  The term “mixed masonry,” created by the AHPP, refers to 
only those stone houses also utilizing brick, most commonly as trim.  Stone houses of the same time by other 
builders and those without brick trim have remained unnoticed.  
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residents take these buildings for granted because they were once so common.  They are the 

location of so much labor history and, for many people with roots in Vilonia, the place where a 

parent, grandparent, or other relative once lived or helped to build, but not something to admire.  

The names of the builders of the native stone buildings are largely forgotten, and few people are 

familiar with the New Deal building programs that influenced most of these buildings.   

There are, however, many compelling reasons to examine these structures.  This building 

stock is made interesting by an examination of the history that influenced them.  In the last 

decade many of these buildings have been demolished to make way for newer structures, as is 

evident in the rural town of Vilonia, Arkansas.  Rock buildings make up a substantial part of the 

historic architecture in the town, and yet this history is being erased. 

 Although Vilonia had a tradition of stone construction, more and better produced work 

came with the building programs of the New Deal.  Stone architecture began in this region in the 

1920s and steadily increased through the 1930s, into the 1940s and with some stone buildings 

still being constructed in the 1950s.  The use of large monochromatic stones and prevailing 

pattern with contrasting mortar joints made these buildings distinctive.  The pervasive nature of 

these buildings invites us to ask several questions:  Why was this building material widely used 

during this period of time?  Was it used solely because of its availability due to the poor 

economic prospects of rural farmers?  If so, why did it continue into the 1950s and incorporate 

brick trim and distinct details of popular architectural styles?  Where did local builders learn this 

construction technique, and who was responsible for its expansion in this rural area, and when?  

Why did builders use the masonry form to construct widely diverse types of buildings serving 

commercial, religious, and residential functions in many rural towns? 
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 The local prevalence and character-building qualities of the masonry buildings have led 

to numerous nicknames.  Terms used to describe these structures made of large pieces of rock 

include “slab-rock houses,” giraffe houses,” or, in some cases, “mixed masonries.”  Articles in 

the Old-House Journal refer to them as “slab-rock houses” or “giraffe houses.”3  The first term 

refers to the narrow width of the stone and the large size of its exterior surface area while the 

second refers to the over-all patterning produced by the variety of brown and ochre-colored 

sandstone used and the contrasting mortar.  Neither term, however, is commonly used by locals 

to describe the architecture in the regions in which it is found.  Historic preservation consultants 

James C. Massey and Shirley Maxwell put them into a category they call “pop” buildings, that is, 

they originated from popular culture.  They claim twentieth-century stone structures to be a 

modern variation of the older cobblestone house tradition found in places such as New England.4  

Two approaches to the topic of Vilonia’s stone architecture are suggested by these 

previously mentioned sources and are employed in this thesis:  the vernacular, emphasizing 

social process as interpreted through fieldwork, and the technological, emphasizing materials and 

techniques as fundamental influences in the process.  These approaches serve as a beginning 

from which other methodologies could also be used to gain a fuller understanding.  Several 

scholars have used these two methodologies when examining similar topics concerning rural 

architecture.   

 The term vernacular can be ambiguous and is often defined by what it is not instead of 

what it is.  Vernacular architecture is not sophisticated, not high style, not monumental, not 

                                                           
3 James Massey and Shirley Maxwell, “Slab-Rock Houses,” Old House Journal 21, no. 5 (Sept./Oct. 1993):  54; 
Stephen B. Jordan, “Ozark Giraffes,” Old House Journal 18, no. 1 (Jan./Feb. 1990):  back page. 
4 Massey and Maxwell, 54. 
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designed by professional architects.5  It can mean both a “class” of architecture and an approach 

to architectural studies.  The latter is further discussed and is used as an approach in this thesis, 

but the former begs for clarity.  Vernacular is the common form of building in a given place and 

time, and therefore encompasses both handmade and industrially produced materials, depending 

on particular circumstances.6  In Vilonia, one-story stone structures were the common form of 

building during the 1930s and 1940s.  The buildings were not designed by professional 

architects, but rather reflected local folk variations on popular commercial styles.  Vilonia’s 

stone architecture exhibits a strong community relationship evident through its distinct qualities 

and resulting in recognizable patterns of everyday building carried out by the everyday builder.  

This dynamic created buildings that were once numerically common because they best met the 

needs of the public.7 

 Jean Sizemore, former associate professor of Art History at the University of Arkansas in 

Little Rock, used a vernacular approach to analyze the formal architectural typologies and 

historic landscapes of two counties in northwest Arkansas in Ozark Vernacular Houses:  A Study 

of Rural Homeplaces in the Arkansas Ozarks, 1830-1930.  Sizemore argued that vernacular 

houses are emblematic of the whole region.  At the beginning, she calls attention to her topic by 

stating, “Time is running out for the ordinary and unpretentious houses that people in the rural 

Arkansas Ozarks built…and for our opportunities to observe them.”8  The following case study 

begins in the years where her study ends and is relevant to the Ozark region she discusses.  Her 

                                                           
5 Dell Upton and John Michael Vlach, Common Places:  Readings in American Vernacular Architecture (Athens 
and London: University of Georgia Press, 1986), xv. 
6 Thomas Carter and Elizabeth Collins Cromley, Invitation to Vernacular Architecture:  
A Guide to the Study of Ordinary Buildings and Landscapes (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 2005), 13. 
7 Ibid., 8-9. 
8 Jean Sizemore, Ozark Vernacular Houses:  A Study of Rural Homeplaces in the Arkansas Ozarks, 1830-1930 
(Fayetteville: University of Arkansas Press, 1994), 1. 
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comment is certainly relevant to the vernacular stone buildings discussed in Vilonia, Arkansas, 

particularly as for many structures, their time has run out because they have been demolished. 

 Charles E. Martin, former Associate Professor of History at Alice Lloyd College in 

Kentucky, also used a vernacular approach in his study.  In Martin’s book Hollybush:  Folk 

Building and Social Change in an Appalachian Community, he explored why this community, 

established in 1881, was abandoned by 1960.  Martin states, “By examining the Head’s past 

(named for its innermost location in Hollybush hollow, Knott County), we gauge the shocking 

impact of new ideas on the folk builder and his community, people whom written history usually 

overlooks but who are most representative of the commonplace realities from which we all 

descend.”9   

Martin used interviews as an effective part of the vernacular approach to his study.  Since 

older people’s memories are usually relied on for information, Martin used slides of existing 

buildings or landscapes to stimulate the minds of his interviewees.  When possible, he found it 

most effective to take them back to their old dwelling places.10  This familiarity provoked 

dramatic results.  For my study, I too conducted interviews.  Due to the geographic distance 

between myself and the interviewees, most interviews were done over the telephone and through 

e-mail.  The latter proved to be very successful because it was possible to share photos of the 

building in question in order to aid the memory.   

 Many previously unknown details were revealed during the interview process.  Through 

the interviews, it was possible to determine who built specific stone buildings and the name by 

which the building was referred to by those in the community.  Specific information concerning 
                                                           
9 Charles E. Martin, Hollybush:  Folk Building and Social Change in an Appalachian Community (Knoxville: 
University of Tennessee Press, 1984), 6. 
10 Ibid., 7, 9. 
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local builders also came to light.  Not only did men in the area learn masonry skills through their 

involvement with Depression-Era building programs, but there were already highly skilled 

tradesmen in Vilonia who were employed through government building programs.11  One 

tradesman was even hired by the Works Progress Administration (WPA) to teach others how to 

lay rock.12  This created an important connection between the federal building program and 

Vilonia’s stone architecture. 

 As with the previously mentioned studies by Sizemore and Martin, which were highly 

influenced by the cultural geographer Fred Kniffen and the folklorist Henry Glassie, this thesis is 

principally based on the evidence of surviving buildings.  Like their work, this study makes 

ample use of plans that required extensive fieldwork to acquire.  In cases where the interiors 

were made available for study, measured drawings were done of the building’s plan.  This did 

not lead to any clear patterns in this case study, however, but rather to the conclusion that the 

plans chosen more or less followed popular modest pattern book house plans of the day and were 

functional for the space needs of the family residing there.   

 Several historic context publications and government reports shed important light on 

Depression-Era programs in Arkansas that directly related to the social welfare and building 

programs that occurred in Vilonia.  Holly Hope, Special Projects Historian with the Arkansas 

Historic Preservation Program (AHPP), elaborated on Depression-Era programs in An Ambition 

to be Preferred:  New Deal Recovery Efforts and Architecture in Arkansas, 1933-1943 (2006).  

In The Civilian Conservation Corps. in Arkansas, 1933-1942, historic preservation consultant 

Sandra Taylor Smith singled out the significance of the structures, objects, and buildings 

                                                           
11 Fred Weaver, telephone interview by author, February 13, 2011. 
12 Suzie Parker, “Hubert Leo Tucker:  WWII Veteran Shared Memories of Love, Loss,” Arkansas Democrat Gazette 
(23 February 1995). 
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associated with the recreational facilities in Arkansas built by the Civilian Conservation Corps 

(CCC).  These scholarly documents as well as the Final Report on the WPA Program, 1935-

1943 (1947) and National Youth Administration of Arkansas, 1938-1939 (1940), help to clarify 

the social and economical impacts of the Depression and the government programs created in 

addition to the process and methodology behind all aspects from hiring the workers through to 

the completion of the final project.   

Holly Hope used a technological approach in her study of stone and masonry techniques 

used by builders in central Arkansas.  The document, A Storm Couldn’t Tear Them Down:  The 

Mixed Masonry Buildings of Silas Owens, Sr., 1938-1955 (2004), is specifically about the stone 

structures built by one local builder.13  Owens was an African American who worked under a 

WPA contract in 1936 and who went on to build numerous mixed masonry buildings in the 

central area of the state.  Hope’s document was authored in conjunction with the National 

Register of Historic Places documentation for these structures.  Hope noted that the State 

Historic Preservation Offices of the surrounding states have not concentrated exclusively on a 

survey of mixed masonry structures, but they do acknowledge the existence of them in Missouri, 

Texas, and Oklahoma.  This is an introductory source that recognizes the need for in-depth 

research into particular areas, such as the origination of stone construction in Arkansas.   

 Holly Hope’s technological approach emphasizes the actual materials and construction 

techniques relative to stone construction in central Arkansas.  She mentions rock quarries and the 

widespread use of transportation as being important in this type of construction.  Although there 

was some quarrying, more often than not, the stone used in construction was simply surface rock 

                                                           
13 Hope, A Storm Couldn’t Tear Them Down, 6-7. 
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in fields that was gathered and picked up for construction.14  Hope discusses the use of stone as a 

veneer to upgrade existing farm buildings made of wood.  The use of stone as a veneer over a 

rubble wall is elaborated on in 1930s agricultural extension bulletins.  A popular article in Old-

House Journal also mentions the use of stone as a veneer on standard frame construction and its 

use as a veneer over a rubble wall.15     

Local builders are still using stone as a primary building material as evidenced in the 

early 1980s by Mark Hauser, my father.  Although he was not a builder or architect by trade, he 

designed and partially constructed our family home out of the local stone (figs. 2-4).  The house 

layout was based on an octagonal plan influenced by the architecture of noted American architect 

and designer E. Fay Jones, 1921-2004, who grew up during the Great Depression and practiced 

in Arkansas.16  My father gathered the stone directly across the dirt road from atop a mountain, 

referred to as Mount Arva on local topographical maps, and transported it to his construction site 

in his range roving vehicle.  Such personal experiences with local builders and the fact that many 

such buildings are being lost has led to a push for the recognition of this distinctive regional 

building tradition.17   

 Vilonia, Arkansas, and its surrounding communities, contains vernacular stone 

architecture that should be studied before it is demolished and long forgotten.  Although several 

of these structures still exist, they will not last forever, especially when located along major 

thoroughfares as was common when they were built.  Siting along main roads made the 

structures vulnerable to being razed for new development or demolished when roads are widened 

                                                           
14 Fred Weaver, telephone interview by author, April 2, 2011. 
15 Massey and Maxwell, 54. 
16 Robert Ivy Adams, Fay Jones:  The Architecture of E. Fay Jones, FAIA (New York:  McGraw-Hill, 2001), 16. 
17 Becky Harris, “County Properties Considered for Register,” Log Cabin Democrat, November 29, 2004; “Seven 
Owens Buildings Placed on National Historic Register,” Log Cabin Democrat, March 9, 2005. 
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to conform to twenty-first century needs.  The vernacular and technological methodologies do 

not create a comprehensive view, but do stand out as perhaps the most important when dealing 

with this particular vernacular topic.  Furthermore, this case study does not aim to be 

comprehensive, but is meant to serve as a starting point for further avenues of study of Vilonia’s 

architectural resources. 

THE NEW DEAL OF THE GREAT DEPRESSION 

Vilonia’s stone buildings represent the larger impact of New Deal building programs on 

the regional architecture of Arkansas during the 1930s-1950s.  Federal building programs were a 

government response to the Great Depression.  The Depression originated in the United States 

with the fall of stock prices beginning in September 1929 and quickly spread worldwide with the 

stock market crash on October 29, 1929.  This event drastically lowered the price of crops such 

as cotton.  Vilonia and its neighboring communities, including Beryl, Hamlett, and Saltillo, were 

deeply impacted since agriculture was the sole source of income for most of the population (fig. 

5).  People sought relief from a system outdated and in need of modernization.  Public relief was 

still administered under State poor laws, based upon the English poor laws of the Elizabethan 

era.  While this was state legislation, fundraising was a local responsibility and was 

supplemented by organized private charity.18  Vilonia’s local government did not have the ability 

to finance unemployment relief, so the state government was forced to give them aid.  Because 

of the number of local governments requiring aid, Arkansas requested assistance from the federal 

government. 

                                                           
18 United States, Final Report on the WPA Program, 1935—43, (Washington, D.C.:  Government Printing Office, 
1947)  1-2. 
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 In order to revive the spirit of the nation, leadership during the Depression required a 

strong sense of optimism and activism.  Franklin Delano Roosevelt defeated incumbent 

Republican Herbert Hoover in November, 1932, to become the 32nd President of the United 

States during the depths of the Great Depression.  In 1933, Roosevelt launched crucial legislation 

and an abundance of executive orders that resulted in the New Deal, a complex, interlocking set 

of programs designed to produce relief for the unemployed and poor in the form of government 

jobs, recovery of the economy to normal levels, and reform of the financial system through 

regulatory standards to prevent a repeat depression.  Initially, the national goal of the New Deal 

was geared more toward recovery through federal programs that were ideally designed to restore 

families back to a degree of comfort.  Two methods, direct relief payments and public works 

projects, sought to achieve this goal in the state of Arkansas.19 

By 1935, in what has been termed as the “Second New Deal,” Roosevelt focused more on 

reform of the economic situation.   He hoped to take Americans back to the recovery phase in a 

more efficient manner and distance them from a policy that was geared toward a dole to one 

involving more work relief.  This would provide jobs and boost economic confidence.  

Unfortunately, Arkansas lacked the matching funds requested by the federal programs for 

participating states.20  However, the state was still able to participate because the government 

received grants from various federal entities.  The legacy of these work programs is still reflected 

                                                           
19 Holly Hope, An Ambition to be Preferred:  New Deal Recovery Efforts and Architecture in Arkansas, 1933-1943, 
2006 [on-line]; available from http://www.arkansaspreservation.org/publications/; Internet; accessed 1 February 
2007:  5-6; United States, Final Report on the WPA Program, 2-7. 
20 Hope, An Ambition to be Preferred, 6. 
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across the state where men were put to work on a large number of projects, including buildings, 

roads, bridges, dams, municipal facilities, parks, and landscape features.21   

The Depression brought not bankruptcy and ruin, but education and unexpected 

opportunity.  For Vilonia and its residents, the Works Progress Administration and the National 

Youth Administration were the two nationwide federal agencies mostly responsible for creating 

opportunities of advancement.  President Roosevelt introduced twenty-nine different legislative 

acts from 1933 to 1939 in order to stimulate the national economy and assist distressed citizens.  

“Alphabet agencies” were instituted nationwide, but the main agencies active in Arkansas were 

the Federal Emergency Relief Administration (FERA), Civil Works Administration (CWA), 

Emergency Relief Administration (ERA), Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC), National Youth 

Administration (NYA), Public Works Administration (PWA), and the Works Progress 

Administration (The title of the program was changed to Works Projects Administration in 

1939).  Projects resulting from these agencies advanced the standard of living of Arkansas and 

exposed its people to cultural and social experiences that allowed stimulus other than hard work 

and economic stress.22   

The WPA was the basic social and economic program of President Roosevelt’s New 

Deal.  Formed by Roosevelt under the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act in May 1935 to 

replace the ERA, the WPA solely financed work relief activities, unlike some of the other 

alphabet agencies which provided funds for direct relief.  Engineering and construction projects 

and service projects were the two principal types of projects worked on by the WPA.  Numerous 

projects of both categories were undertaken in Arkansas.   

                                                           
21 Holly Hope, “New Deal Recovery Efforts in Arkansas Multiple Property Survey,” National Register Information 
System, 2006. 
22 Hope, An Ambition to be Preferred, 7. 
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Vilonia’s farmers and construction workers were among those Arkansans hardest hit 

during the Depression.  The WPA in Arkansas was a federal government operation organized 

into one statewide and eight district area offices, largely employing those from the agricultural 

and construction sectors.  It was administered by officials who answered directly to supervisors 

in Washington, D.C.  In August 1935, the Arkansas state comptroller released $2,313,441 in 

federal funds to initiate 150 WPA projects and employing 30,000 people.23  The work force was 

drawn from the unemployed people living within the project area.  Those wanting employment 

made application for such work at their local public welfare agency, which determined their 

qualification.  The majority of applicants in the state were from the agricultural sector followed 

by those from the construction sector.  Employment was restricted to one person in a family, 

usually the head of the family.  Younger members of large families might be given NYA or CCC 

employment.  The age requirement for workers was initially set at sixteen years, but was raised 

to eighteen.  There was no maximum age limit, but those 65 and older were generally not hired 

due to their eligibility for Social Security, established in 1935.  Other employment conditions 

existed, such as the employment of aliens, a preference to veterans, and employment based on 

need.24 

Federal work program employment helped alleviate economic stress within the family 

while still encouraging workers to look for opportunities in private employment.  Workers were 

paid a flat security wage which was higher than the amount received as a relief dole, but lower 

than comparable employment pay in the private sector.  The amount of the security wage a 

worker received was based upon the degree of skill, geographic region, and the degree of 

urbanization.  In 1935, the pay for an unskilled worker in Faulkner County, Arkansas, was $24 a 

                                                           
23 Ibid., 34. 
24 United States, Final Report on the WPA Program, 15-18. 
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month.  This increased to $36.40 in 1939.25  Intermediate, skilled, and professional and technical 

workers received higher wages.  During the first four years of the program, the WPA offered 

continuous employment.  As long as a worker was unable to find private employment, he was 

assigned to a new project upon the completion of the project on which he was working.  In 1939, 

the WPA enforced an eighteen-month ceiling on employment.  However, the worker was eligible 

for reemployment after thirty days and a recertification of need.26   

Although a federal work program, the WPA was actually a cooperative federal-state-local 

arrangement.  The WPA did not initiate or undertake projects by itself but rather acted as a 

nationwide facilitator that handled the administration of the project and provided the majority of 

funds to meet wages.  All projects were required to have a sponsor, which was usually a State or 

local government agency like the state Department of Highways or education or the local city 

engineering department.  Most projects were planned and initiated by county, city, township, and 

village governments and their various agencies.  Sponsors provided partial monetary support, 

usually in the form of land and materials, as well as architectural and engineering plans and 

specifications, but also might have included office space, supplies, equipment, tools, skilled 

labor, and technical supervision.  Sponsor costs were between twenty to thirty percent of the total 

project cost on average.  Upon completion, ownership belonged to the sponsor to maintain and 

operate the finished project.27  

Most WPA workers were employed through a wide variety of engineering and 

construction projects, around seventy-five percent until the spring of 1940, where they learned 

                                                           
25 United States, Final Report on the WPA Program, 23, 25. 
26 Ibid., 41. 
27 Ibid., 9. 
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new skills practical to employment in the private sector.28  The types of engineering and 

construction projects included municipal engineering projects, airport and airway projects, public 

buildings projects, highway and road projects, conservation projects, engineering survey 

projects, and disaster emergency activities.  Public buildings projects included the construction 

and improvement of state, county, and city governmental buildings, educational and recreational 

buildings, city and county hospitals, penal institutions, and buildings at military and naval 

establishments.  In Arkansas, public buildings projects utilized the second highest percentage of 

the workforce, twelve percent, and resulted in a variety of projects.29 

Several WPA building projects specific to Faulkner County were constructed from local 

stone, including the Liberty School Gymnasium in Hamlet (figs. 6-7).  Building projects 

included the construction of gymnasiums in the towns of Holland, Enola, and Guy with a 

combined gymnasium and classroom building constructed on the Liberty School grounds.  Other 

school related projects included the construction of a school building on the Mt. Vernon School 

grounds, the construction of a school building with an auditorium in Enola, and the building of a 

teacherage (a building serving as a combination school and living quarters) in Holland.  

Community buildings were constructed in the towns of Damascus, Wooster, Centerville, and 

Enola.  Greenbrier received a trade and industry building and a boating plant.  Several building 

projects were also undertaken at the Arkansas State Teachers College in Conway.  

With funding available and jobs to provide, numerous other buildings essential to 

community functions were improved or remodeled due to increased age and lack of maintenance.  

Many of these projects utilized native stone.  Program reports for the state of Arkansas, up to 

                                                           
28 Ibid., 47. 
29 Hope, An Ambition to be Preferred, 34. 
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1939, listed 773 new buildings, reconstruction or rehabilitation of 587 buildings and forty-five 

additions.  Forty percent of total WPA construction was represented by 297 new schools and the 

erection of eighty-one gymnasiums and thirty-four stadiums, grandstands, and bleachers.30   

Between 1933 and 1938, Arkansas received $445,051,649 in federal expenditures 

including grants and loans that helped the state’s economy and well-being of its people.  The 

1938 expenditure on the WPA in the state came to $41,594,948, and out of that total, 

$15,179,819 was disbursed in wage payments to program workers.  At the beginning of that 

year, the number of enrollees rose from a low of 17,069 in October 1937 to 23,632 workers in 

the spring of 1938 and by November the number topped at 56,351.  The total WPA expenditure 

in the state from 1935 to the change in 1939 was $70,573,247 and workers received $8,092,013.  

The peak of employment in February 1939 was 53,110 workers and the low in September 1939 

was 31,378.  Allocations in 1940 came to $19,856,008 and worker wages totaled $17,583,792.31 

Vilonia youth were also affected by the Depression and were in need of a program 

tailored to their needs rather than those of an adult.  Administered by the WPA through 

collaboration with the Office of Education, the NYA was created to address the effects of the 

Depression on young people and to teach them valuable skills to enable them to obtain work in 

the private sector.  The NYA was created by executive order in June of 1935 specifically for 

those ages sixteen to twenty-five.  The NYA operated through two broad programs:  a student 

aid program and a work projects program.  The work project program was for those young 

people not in school and unemployed and included construction projects for boys, home-making 

projects for girls, woodworking shops, mechanics shops, and even clerical and stenographic 
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projects.  For those in the student aid program, it meant the difference between dropping out of 

school or continuing their education.  The NYA allocated the student aid funds to the various 

schools, and the school officials designed and supervised the work of the students.32   

The construction of public and institutional buildings constituted the majority of work 

projects for out-of-school youth and provided an opportunity for NYA workers to gain 

fundamental experience in carpentry, woodworking, painting, plumbing, electric wiring, stone 

masonry, brick masonry, homemaking, and other activities.  A large percentage of these were 

located in rural communities.  The NYA project workers built school buildings of all kinds, city 

halls, fire stations, garages, community buildings, libraries, and many other types.  The typical 

Arkansas NYA construction, maintenance, or remodeling project was completed by a crew of 

twenty to thirty youth.  By about 1943, the state program had constructed eighty-seven school 

buildings, forty-four shop buildings, sixty-seven vocational agriculture buildings, fifty home 

economics cottages, fifteen teacherages, and thirty-six gymnasiums on educational campuses 

across the state.  The total of all Arkansas buildings constructed by the NYA came to 447.  

Miscellaneous projects, totaling 324 in number, involved repair and remodeling of deteriorated 

buildings.33   

The NYA workforce of Vilonia came mostly from a background of poverty.  It was 

estimated that nationwide, approximately 2.9 million children were members of families on 

government relief rolls.  In 1938, the work project program in Arkansas recorded that in the past 

fiscal year 6,500 out-of-school youths (4,333 boys and 2,167 girls) had been assisted under the 

program.  The Student Aid Program calculated that 6,800 (3,800 boys and 3,000 girls) were the 
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recipients of funds for work.  From 1935-1938, federal funds expended toward NYA work 

projects in Arkansas totaled $1,612,427.04, while matching funds from co-sponsors came to 

$533,586.34   

The Vilonia High School Home Economics Cottage and Vocational Agricultural 

Building were two products of the NYA work project program that left tangible benefits to the 

school system and to the worker.  Most importantly, youth were given the tools and experience 

to find, prepare, and establish themselves for jobs as citizens of tomorrow.  The state office 

received numerous letters of gratitude from youth involved in the program.  These letters 

expressed sincere thanks for the valuable new skills, in areas such as carpentry and masonry 

taught by the NYA.  They also included success stories of how the skills enabled youth to find 

jobs in the private sector.35 

With mounting emphasis on World War II, the nation shifted its focus to defense jobs by 

1941, and so did the WPA.  This led to the downsizing of the program under a Special Economy 

Committee which called for a reduction of spending for non-defense projects and suggested the 

elimination of the CCC and NYA.  The state worker rolls reached a low of 7,500 in October 

1942 from a peak of 56,205 in 1938.36  In December 1942, the complete liquidation of the relief 

program was called for by Roosevelt because of the improvement of the economic situation from 

military industries, which in turn created a drop in WPA waiting lists.  Normal project operations 

were closed out in all states by April 30, and the WPA was officially eliminated by June 30, 

1943.37  The NYA was also liquidated in 1943 due to the need for re-allocation of funds for 
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defense.  The work of the NYA and WPA was a strong influence throughout the region and can 

be seen in at least two buildings in the Vilonia area.  

NEW DEAL ARCHITECTURE:  A GOOD DEAL FOR VILONIA 

While the Liberty School Gymnasium and the Vilonia High School Home Economics 

Cottage and Vocational Agricultural Building were the only obvious evidence of WPA and NYA 

building examples, the various forces of New Deal-Era building programs were widely 

influential in training models.  The nature of the federal building programs resulted in these 

buildings being straightforward and attractive in appearance.  The WPA followed the modern 

tendency toward simplification in architectural style and urged sponsors to eliminate ornate 

architectural features, intricate structural designs, and elaborate trim.  This resulted in a rustic 

and functional building style loosely categorized by historians William Bryans and Cynthia 

Smelker as the WPA Standardized Style, which incorporated one or more identifiable decorative 

details such as round arched entrances, stone or red brick chimneys, ribbon windows, extended 

eaves, exposed rafters, chimney pots, and quoins.38  Numerous public buildings having a simple 

and pleasing appearance and sound architectural design were constructed while saving in 

construction costs and future maintenance.  This is exactly what was produced as is evident in 

the extant federal building program architecture of the Vilonia area.  

The parameters of the WPA and the NYA led to a program of vernacular architecture that 

sometimes borrowed from academic styles.  Federal building program architecture in rural areas 

seemed to be influenced by previous styles and appears weighty and grounded compared to that 
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constructed in urban areas, which was lighter and more modern.39  Due to the type of worker and 

the nature of the program, rural architecture followed the rustic style being constructed by the 

CCC and WPA in Arkansas’ state parks, which looked back to the Arts and Crafts movement 

that glorified manual labor and rejected conventions of design and ornament.40  Since relief roll 

workers tended to be unskilled, the buildings they constructed were typically of a simple design 

and utilized uncomplicated construction techniques.  For example, construction plans and 

specifications for educational buildings could be selected from a catalog provided by the state’s 

Department of Education.41  Since the options were limited, this resulted in similar and possibly 

identical style buildings, such as in Faulkner County when comparing the Liberty School 

Gymnasium with the Guy High School Gymnasium and the Holland Schoolhouse.  This was also 

the case when comparing Home Economics Cottages.  A typical classroom facility was generally 

a one-story, rectangular structure with a hipped or gable roof and a centrally or laterally placed 

entryway, depending upon the number of rooms within the structure.  

The nature of the building program also determined that the scale be generally modest.  

However, in a rural area the building was usually one of the largest, if not the largest in the 

community.  This was because a rural area, in general, had a population of fewer than one 

thousand people and no other community building previously existed.  National guidelines 

limited the amount of federal participation in funding and direct supervision, and project 

sponsors were required to supply a percent of the total construction cost.  Given the depressed 

economic conditions in central Arkansas at that time, this requirement was difficult to meet, 
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whatever the amount.  This resulted in school classroom buildings of four rooms or less being 

quite common.  Sponsors usually contributed their portion of construction costs in the form of 

materials while the building program supplied the labor and supervision.  Materials were usually 

of local origin since resources to obtain them were limited.42  In Faulkner County, as in other 

locations, this resulted in the widespread use of native sandstone that was usually quarried in the 

vicinity of a particular project by federal building program work crews.  In addition to the main 

sheathing, wood bracing and roofing materials were generally secured locally as well.   

Vilonia’s New Deal building projects aimed to provide for the educational needs of the 

community.  School buildings were frequently built since they satisfied the WPA and NYA 

requirement that the project be useful in terms of need to a particular community.  Existing 

examples of federal building program architecture in the Vilonia area include the Liberty School 

Gymnasium, constructed by the WPA, and the Vilonia Home Economics Cottage, constructed by 

the NYA (figs. 6-9).  Previously built rural schools were deteriorating, school districts had 

reached the limits of their bonded indebtedness, and the assessed values of their property had 

dropped because of the Depression.  Because of the WPA, existing facilities were improved and 

new ones built, which inspired a renewed interest in education and the accommodation of the 

teaching process.43   

The Liberty School Gymnasium recalls the mass concentration of effort exerted to 

contend with the disorientation of the Depression.  The building satisfied the needs of the Hamlet 

community and provided local men with the opportunity to learn masonry skills.  The new 

building not only provided area school children with a new gym and classrooms but also new 
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plumbing, electrical, and hot water heating facilities.  The gymnasium, constructed about 1939, 

is a combination gymnasium and classroom building.  The one-story, rectangular plan structure 

measures 94 feet by 79 feet and was built by the WPA of native field stone.  The street façade 

features two one-story, one-bay porches, each with a front gable roof and a pair of stone piers 

(fig. 10).  Paired nine-over-nine windows located on the rear façade provided ample daylight to 

the two classrooms (fig. 11).  Decorative details found on this building and characteristic of 

WPA built buildings include the red brick chimneys, extended eaves, exposed rafters, and raked 

mortar joints.  Designed to admit light, supply uncontaminated water, and to provide sanitary 

toilets, this building aided both the learning and health of those in the Liberty area.   

Closer inspection of the gymnasium’s façade revealed a small detail emphasizing the 

building’s connection to the community and to the workers.  Supposedly, the stone used in 

construction was quarried from a creek bed, and a portion of the material contained shells.  The 

foreman on the project then created this figure with a wide, shell-eyed face (fig. 12).44  The 

creature could possibly be an owl, which was the mascot of the Liberty High teams.45  The detail 

is hard to find and small compared to the large stones used in the façade.  It is a reminder that the 

building program was about more than simply raising a building.  Workers developed a sense of 

playfulness in their work, which showed their engagement in the process and boosted overall 

morale. 

In addition to serving as a house of learning, the building also housed entertainment for 

the community.  It currently houses a flea market, but the wood braced basketball hoops, wooden 

bleachers, concession area, and wood court floor with line remainders is reminiscent of packed, 
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noisy crowds watching spirited basketball competition at Liberty High School.  Ed Bailey, a 

former Liberty student stated, “Vilonia was our arch-rival.  We had a new gym, and Vilonia 

played (basketball) on a dirt court.”46  In addition to the classrooms and a basketball court, there 

is also a stage that was used for school programs and dressing rooms, one each for boys and 

girls.  The intact interior retains remarkable integrity. 

In addition to the Liberty School Gymnasium, the Vilonia High School Home Economics 

Cottage, constructed by the NYA, also served the educational needs of the community (fig. 13).  

At the time, it was considered one of the outstanding construction projects in that section of the 

state.47  The Home Economics Cottage, constructed in 1938, is a one-story, rectangular plan 

structure.  It measures 56 feet by 34 feet and was built by the NYA of native field stone.  The 

façade features a one-story, one-bay porch, with stone piers supporting stone arches.   

The cottage has undergone a few changes to its original design.  Originally, larger, paired 

windows with more panes would have filled out the spacing between the masonry and provided 

ample light, as intended, to the school-related activities within.  Weatherboard has been used to 

infill above replacement windows in the original window openings.  The interior is currently 

used for art classes and not Home Economics.  A stone fireplace, with painted mortar joints and 

connected to an end chimney, still exists as a prominent interior feature (fig. 14).   

After completing the Home Economics Cottage, the NYA workers at Vilonia also 

constructed a new Vocational Agricultural Building which is no longer standing.  Other NYA 

building projects in Faulkner County carried out as of July 1, 1939, included the construction of 
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a three-room school building in Damascus, a trade and industry building in Greenbrier, a stone 

veneer teacherage in Naylor, and the construction of a girl’s co-operative home in Conway.48 

The New Deal forged many careers in building for Vilonia residents.  Two NYA boys 

who worked on the Home Economics Cottage became skilled in stone masonry, and after 

completing work on the NYA job, they found employment in stone-veneering the home of Mr. 

and Mrs. Jesse A. Jones of Vilonia.  Mr. and Mrs. Jones reported complete satisfaction with the 

work done by the boys.49  The Jesse and Effie Jones House, constructed about 1938, was a one-

story, rectangular plan mixed-masonry front gable structure with English Revival and Craftsman 

influences (fig. 15).  It measured 41 feet by 33 feet and was sheathed in a veneer of fieldstone.  

The façade featured an exterior end chimney, constructed of stone and outlined in brick, and an 

entry porch with mixed masonry piers supporting stone arches outlined in brick.  Other 

ornamental features included the wooden brackets located in the gable ends.  Cream colored 

brick was used to outline features and openings and as a quoin treatment on the corners.   

Family stories often recounted how the buildings were built and allude to knowledge 

gained in the WPA era.  Herbie Jones Krisle, granddaughter of Jesse and Effie, recounts that her 

grandparents lived on top of the ridge to the north of Vilonia after their marriage in 1908.  Their 

home burned in the 1930s, and the stone was hauled from the “old place” by mule and wagon to 

“the new ground.”50  She also recounts that the stone was laid by masons from California who 

were traveling through the area.  According to Krisle, these masons were a group of itinerant 

workers who worked their way through this part of the country during the early Depression and 

possibly did other projects in Vilonia as well.  Further research has determined that the 
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California mason story is partially true, but the mason was not from California.  Rather, he was a 

Vilonia native who also did some rockwork in California.  The mason in charge was most likely 

Darrell Weaver, and he probably hired the NYA boys to assist him after seeing their work on the 

Vilonia Home Economics Cottage. 

The Liberty School Gymnasium and the Vilonia High School Home Economics Cottage 

and Vocational Agricultural Building reflect a common identity unique to New Deal-Era 

building programs.  Through a similarity in certain, modest stylistic and structural 

characteristics, these building are easily distinguishable.  Although each building was 

constructed by workmen of differing skill levels, they exhibit a high level of craftsmanship, 

similarity in design, and restrained use of stylistic features.  Following employment on one or 

more buildings, many workers developed a previously unrecognized ability for masonry 

construction.  Additionally, the buildings reflect a rustic and functional quality in keeping with 

the downtrodden times of the Great Depression.   

A NEW DEAL FOR LABORERS AND BUILDERS 

Not only did WPA ideas affect the local architecture, but local skills also affected the 

WPA production.  The use of unskilled workers not versed in masonry, carpentry, or quarrying 

affected the workmanship of the modest buildings constructed, particularly in the early stages of 

the WPA.  Although the program utilized skilled supervisors and often hired foremen from 

outside the project, early craftsmanship was crude, especially masonry.  Workmanship improved 

significantly over time as unskilled laborers gained experience from one job to the next and 

developed a sense of playfulness in their work as evident in the careful placement of stone 

according to size and color.  In addition, workers were able to spend time to perfect their 
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construction techniques on jobs given that the WPA program was less concerned about 

productivity and more concerned with useful employment.51         

Architecture sponsored during this time placed primary emphasis on the worker.  This 

meant that there was time to make the rock fit perfectly or to tear down a wall that was not 

plumb and try again.  Project workers were generally encouraged to learn new skills.  Those who 

did were accordingly reclassified and placed in higher grades with higher pay.  Opportunities for 

advancement included promotion to the position of foreman or supervisor.  The opportunity for 

education allowed the laborers to master the craft and later enter the workforce as skilled 

laborers.  This phenomenon can be witnessed in Vilonia, Arkansas, where there are a number of 

extant residential structures built of native stone that exhibit characteristics of the WPA 

Standardized Style.   

 While the names of some of the builders of Vilonia’s stone buildings still remain 

anonymous, the names of two of the builders were uncovered in the course of this study, Darrell 

Weaver and Hubert Tucker.  Although these men did not originally learn their masonry skills 

from employment on WPA projects, they were employed by the WPA and it is evident that the 

WPA Standardized Style heavily influenced their work.  For those that remain anonymous, like 

the NYA boys who found private employment after working on the Vilonia Home Economics 

Cottage, it seems certain that they entered the NYA as unskilled workers and emerged as skilled 

rock masons who worked in the central Arkansas area.  It is also thought that mason Silas 

Owens, Sr. of Twin Groves, Arkansas, whose work has been thoroughly documented and written 

about by Holly Hope, did rockwork in the area.  Locals are skeptical that Owens worked in the 

area because he was African American and Vilonia and its surrounding communities where 
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white in this time of staunch segregation.  However, it is known that mason’s crews would 

collaborate such as on the construction of the Damascus United Methodist Church, which was 

constructed by white and African-American craftsmen.52  Other competent area masons, which 

about little is known, were Chester Jones and Olen Barnes of Vilonia.   

 Darrell Weaver, a Vilonia native and local mason, was self-taught in all types of 

construction.  Born in 1907, Weaver used his ingenuity and knack for putting things together to 

build himself and his family a comfortable life.  When asked to build his first rock building in 

1925, he had never done rock work:  Weaver was only eighteen years old and was a mechanic 

working at the Graddy Chevy dealership in Vilonia when asked by John Powell if he would build 

Powell a rock building.  He quickly learned from watching a crew construct a stone building in 

North Little Rock.  The J. B. Powell Building featured load bearing stone walls and a stepped 

parapet (fig. 16).  Weaver’s masonry technique for this building utilized fieldstone placed in 

courses of more regularity than his later work featuring randomly laid stone, an influence of the 

WPA.  It is unknown if Weaver built the stone building next to the J. B. Powell Building, but it is 

highly possible.53 

 In addition to constructing buildings, he was also a self-taught furniture maker.  His 

interest in furniture began in 1931 while building a home on the highway near Vilonia.  One of 

his hired workers told him about an inlaid checkerboard he had made.  Upon seeing it, Weaver 

liked it and wanted to build a better one.  He went on to design and build bedroom, dining room, 

and living room suites, as well as mantel clock cases, a grandfather clock, and kitchen cabinets.  

He gathered ideas for his pieces from department store catalogues and television.  The only time 
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he used a pattern was for the grandfather clock on which he still ended up making improvements.  

His extreme ingenuity even led him to construct his own lathe from part of a salvaged drive shaft 

out of an old Hudson automobile.54 

Weaver was responsible for producing many of the stone buildings in Vilonia.  These 

included the Clyde S. Hogan House, George Jones House, and the Darrell Weaver House, all of 

which are still extant, and the J. B. Powell Building, T. V. Hill Service Station, Pastor Simmons 

House, and the Norvim Purtle House, none of which are now standing.  He also helped a crew to 

build the Beryl Baptist Church and probably oversaw the construction of the Jesse and Effie 

Jones House.  Weaver built homes for family members including his daughter, Mrs. Barbara 

Bailey, and a son, Voyne, who both live in Vilonia.  He also built the home of a next-door 

neighbor and that of a friend who lived about a quarter of a mile down the highway.55 

While outside of the geographic scope of this study, it is worth noting that Weaver also 

built homes in other areas of central Arkansas.  He built homes in Conway including the 

Thompson House, the Springer House, and two others built during the 1940s, all of which are 

thought to be still extant.  He also built houses in Mt. Vernon and in other areas of central 

Arkansas.  In the early 1930s, he did some construction in California where he was 

commissioned to do work by movie stars of the day.  While there, he also built the entrance to 

the Forest Lawn Cemetery in Los Angeles.  In the late 1930s, he worked for the WPA at Lake 

Winona in Arkansas doing storm control and laying culverts.  In total, Darrell Weaver probably 

built between twenty-five to thirty buildings, which is a conservative estimate.56  Weaver’s work 
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noticeably evolved over time and is discussed in more detail in the following section.  It is 

thought that he possibly taught others rock-laying skills, including Hubert Tucker.   

Hubert Leo Tucker, brother-in-law and student of Weaver, was also a Vilonia mason.  

Tucker, born in 1916, worked for the WPA at Camp Couchdale in Hot Springs, Arkansas, 

teaching rock-laying.  He was an established stone mason by his early twenties having built 

many houses from field stone.  Tucker married Lois Mae Montgomery of Vilonia in 1938.  

During the early months of his army stint, his wife followed him from camp to camp.  Drafted in 

time for the Normandy Invasion, he landed on the French beach as a soldier in the eighty-fourth 

infantry.  Tucker rose in the ranks from a private to a technical sergeant.  When he returned 

home from World War II, he continued to lay stone until a brother opened H. W. Tucker Co., a 

cement company in North Little Rock, Arkansas.57   

In 1951, Tucker and his brothers spent a year working in Paducah, Kentucky, on a 

government defense contract.  They returned to Arkansas where he worked as a general 

superintendent for H. W. Tucker Co.  In his early sixties he retired.  Tucker lived in Vilonia in a 

stone house that he built on the north side of Highway 64 and raised cattle.58  The Hubert and 

Lois Tucker House, constructed about 1945, is a mixed masonry structure with English Revival 

influences (figs. 17-18).  It is sheathed in a veneer of fieldstone and outlined in cream colored 

brick.  The façade features an arcaded front porch.  Lois Tucker still resides in the house and 

remembered her husband building the house after the war in the 1940s.  Darrell Weaver and 

Hubert Tucker, together with anonymous local builders, transformed Vilonia’s built environment 

with native stone buildings. 
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The range in quality of the rockwork from the inception of New Deal-Era building 

programs until the end of the programs is reflective of the broad spectrum of laborers.  Many 

senior and skilled craftsmen like Darrell Weaver and Hubert Tucker were involved, but for the 

most part, however, a large number of unskilled youth and men made up the work force.  Many 

homes and other types of buildings in Vilonia tell of its builder’s past experience laboring in 

New Deal-Era building programs whether or not the builder was already a skilled mason.    

NEW DEAL INFLUENCES ON VILONIA’S ARCHITECTURE 

The volume of New Deal production facilitated the rise of an indigenous architecture that 

established itself in Vilonia and was able to merge and adapt to changing stylistic tastes.  In fact, 

just over two years after the inception of the WPA, a rural home-building program was launched 

in Faulkner County, Arkansas.  A home demonstration agent noted that,  

Arkansas generally speaking never has made enough wealth to have satisfactory 
commercially built rural homes which involve the outright purchase of all materials and 
labor…However, Arkansas is richly blessed with native materials such as rock, stone, 
timber, gravel and sand, and all the individual farmers need to do is to bring all or any of 
these materials together in the form of a house.  When he does this he is creating wealth 
just as much as when he produces a crop.59 

The program sought to achieve a higher standard of rural housing through the use of available 

native materials and home labor.  This in turn released available cash for investment in other 

home features such as cabinets, flooring, plumbing fixtures, etc. 

Native stone visually connected these buildings to their community through the use of 

local geology.  Vilonia lies in the Fourche Mountain Subdivision of the Ouchita Mountains (fig. 

19).  This region is characterized by an abundance of sandstone of the Atoka and Jackfork series.  

The Atoka Formation was deposited in flat and even layers creating a uniform thickness.  This 
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characteristic made the rock easy to work with.  The depositional process of sand-sized particles 

of quartz being cemented together resulted in a dark brown stone with a reddish cast that 

mason’s favored for its color, malleability, and availability.  Iron and manganese impurities 

within the quartz created the reddish cast for which the rocks in Faulkner County were known.60  

The stone used in construction was usually fieldstone that was directly picked up off of a 

farmer’s land near the building site.  In other cases, it was quarried from a nearby creek bed or, 

in some cases, was quarried at a further location and hauled to the construction site by truck or 

wagon. 

Although stone was an inexpensive and readily available building material, it could be 

highly labor intensive further instilling within workers the character-building qualities garnered 

by the WPA.  A couple of homes built by Weaver, including his own, utilized a gray limestone 

that was quarried from a hilltop quarry in the Ozark Mountains in the town of Zinc, Arkansas, 

outside of Faulkner County.  The rock was hand quarried using dynamite, a hand drill, and a 

sledge hammer.  Since this location was far away from the building site, it had to be loaded onto 

a flatbed truck by hand, then put on the nearest flatbed railroad car and transported by train to 

Conway and then loaded again onto a flatbed truck and driven to Vilonia, where it was unloaded 

for the final time at the building site.  It took the manpower of Weaver and four of his family 

members to complete this hauling process.  Weaver used the stone to veneer his own home, 

completed in 1948 (fig. 20).  The two-story house features a steeply pitched, side-gabled roof 

with a dominant front gable and a large chimney on the façade, all elements of the English 

Revival style.  Unique features include the seashells and other fossils contained in the stone and 
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evident on the exterior.  The same stone was used by Weaver in the construction of the 

Thompson House in Conway (fig. 21).61 

While the knowledge of stone construction was not new, it was widely dispersed to men 

of all skill levels through participation in federal building programs.  Men utilized construction 

skills and techniques taught during WPA or NYA employment in their private work.  In general, 

the first step in constructing a stone building was to lay the footing and foundation walls.  Laying 

out the foundation for new construction consisted of determining the size and shape of the 

building by securing a baseline of strings to stakes placed at the corners.  After this, excavation 

of the footing could begin.  Having no basements, the buildings documented in this study were 

constructed on a trench footing generally 12 to 18 inches wide and 1 or 2 feet deep.  The 

foundation trench was filled with a mixture of rock and concrete layers.  The stone veneer was 

laid on top of this.  An inner wall of wooden diagonal sheathing with a covering of one or two 

layers of felt paper for insulation was constructed as a form to support the stone veneer.  

However, the rocks were not to touch the sheathing.  A mason used either the circumference of 

the handle of his trowel to measure the maximum distance of the rock from the sheathing or in 

other cases it was necessary to use the thickest rock as a gauge.  To provide stabilization for the 

veneer, 8 inch wall ties nailed to studs at a distance of 2 feet were bent into the mortar joints.  

The wall surface was kept straight by either the use of string guides placed at the corners of the 

building or by sighting.62 

Masons used a variety of materials to sheath the structure before the stone was laid.  The 

method of using diagonal sheathing was employed by federal building programs as evidenced in 

                                                           
61 Fred Weaver, telephone interview by author, April 2, 2011. 
62 Hope, A Storm Couldn’t Tear Them Down, 12; R.W. Oberlin, “Cobblestone Construction for Farm Buildings,” 
Agricultural Extension Service Circular 297 (1932):  2-3. 
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construction pictures.63  However, builders did not always use this method.  In some cases, an 

existing frame house was covered with a diagonal sheathing and then with a stone veneer, which 

updated a building and provided durability without the expense of a brick veneer.  At least one of 

Weaver’s early buildings was constructed with load bearing stone walls, the J. B. Powell 

Building.  In the construction of Weaver’s own home, the rock veneer covered a sheathing of 6 x 

12 x 4 inch clay tiles.  This method created a wall that was about 10 inches in thickness.64   

After the sheathing was in place and the stone sorted, the masonry process began.  Stone 

was sorted at the site according to size, color, and form requirements.  To shape the stone before 

laying it up, a mason might use a flat chisel called a blocking tool and a hammer.  Such measures 

were taken to properly shape the stone in order to provide a tight, coherent façade that the 

rockwork became an art form.  It was inappropriate to leave a gaping joint so extra space was 

filled in with smaller stones or thin linear strips.  A team of two or three people might be needed 

to lay the rock in addition to a person mixing the mortar, which was usually a stiff mixture that 

required quick construction.65  It is possible that some builders employed a system of winches 

and pulleys to lift the stone, but it is known that Darrell Weaver carried the rock on his shoulder 

and up a ladder.   

Masons used a variety of mortar finishing techniques to add visual interest to the 

monochromatic stone buildings.  Three popular types of mortar joints used in Arkansas during 

this time period were the grapevine joint, flush cut joint, and the raked joint.  The grapevine joint 

was raised and rounded while the flush cut joint was troweled flat and even with the rock 

surface.  The raked joint was tooled out about a ¼ inch wide with a ½ inch piece of bent tin 

                                                           
63 United States, National Youth Administration, 66. 
64 Fred Weaver, telephone interview by author, April 2, 2011. 
65 Hope, A Storm Couldn’t Tear Them Down, 13. 
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creating a shadowline around the stone.  Excess mortar would then be removed with a stiff 

brush.66  Sometimes the mortar was painted or dyed.  The powder used to dye the mortar was 

available from building supply stores in the colors black, red, buff, chocolate, and gray.  In 

exposed areas, the dye usually faded over time and exposure to the elements.  Black dye was 

mixed with the mortar used on the J. F. Cartwright Store and is most evident on the façade where 

it is protected from the sun and weather by the overhanging roof (fig. 22).  The store is a mixed-

masonry gas station constructed in the 1940s.  Weaver and Olen Barnes helped lay the rock 

veneer.  The façade features large 5-over-4 fixed-windows with metal sashing.  Vacant since 

1969, the intact interior features a decorative tin ceiling pressed in the classic prism design and 

walls lined with large wooden shelving units (figs. 23-24).  The building is engulfed in 

vegetation, which makes it difficult to see the overall visual effect of the dyed mortar contrasting 

with and highlighting the stone (fig. 25). 

The method of construction was pretty much the same for a mixed-masonry building that 

utilized cream colored brick trim, primarily for visual interest, in addition to stone.  The standard 

size of the modular brick used was 4 x 2 2/3 x 8 inches.  Three different types were available:  a 

striated design, mottled face, or smooth faced.  Brick was easily obtained from nearby towns, 

such as Conway, and could even be delivered to the building site.  The brick course provided a 

square corner with the brick quoins laid first and the stone then shaped to fit in between the 

courses.  When the stone reached the height of the windows, brick header and stretcher courses 

were incorporated to the sides and the top of the window opening around a brick mold made of 

                                                           
66 Hope, A Storm Couldn’t Tear Them Down, 13. 
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wood or steel angles.  The brick on the window sill was filled in last to prevent excess clean-up 

work caused by uncontrolled drops of mortar.67   

In constructing a mixed-masonry house, masons were able to express their individual 

skill and creativity through decorative patterns in the brickwork.  Brick was commonly used to 

trim window and door surrounds, louvers, corners of a building, arches, porch piers, and the 

shoulders and throat of a chimney.  The pattern most utilized was the alternation of three header 

bricks and three stretcher bricks.  Construction of porch columns began at the concrete floor of 

the porch.  A decorative configuration commonly incorporated into porch piers of mixed 

masonry buildings is the use of a square stone inserted into the header section of the trim.  If 

employing arches, two adjacent radial plywood forms affixed at the point of the spring were 

joined by a “lag” or crosspiece of ¾ inch plywood.  The brick for the arch was then laid on top of 

this removable form which was reusable and often loaned out for use by other masons.68 

Architecturally, stone buildings in Vilonia were constructed utilizing architectural forms 

and decorative elements following national trends.  The Craftsman style, whose elements were 

visible on nearby WPA and NYA construction projects, was the most influential.  Darrell 

Weaver built several examples of this style during the 1930s.  The Clyde S. Hogan House, 

George Jones House, and the Pastor Simmons House all featured characteristic elements of the 

Craftsman style such as a low-pitched, gabled roof with a wide, open eave overhang; exposed 

roof rafters; decorative braces under gables; and porches with roof supported by square piers that 

extend to ground level (figs. 26-30).  The front porches of the Hogan and Jones homes have low 

segmental arches supported by stone piers.  There are also small, high windows on each side of 

                                                           
67 Ibid., 11, 14. 
68 Ibid., 14. 
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the chimney, which is typical of a Craftsman house (fig. 31).  It is evident that Weaver added an 

element of decorative detail to the rockwork by placing rocks in a particular arrangement to 

highlight the chimney and in picking out a triangular shaped rock with linear patterning to serve 

as the keystone of the arch on the porch of the Clyde S. Hogan House (fig. 32). 

There are also mixed-masonry examples done in the Craftsman style constructed in the 

mid-1940s.  One is believed to have been built as the parsonage for Beryl Baptist Church and 

was possibly constructed by a Mr. Satterfield (fig. 33).69  It features a low pitched, side-gabled 

roof, exposed rafter tails, and decorated porch posts supported by square piers.  Another mixed 

masonry example, by an unknown builder, is the Phyllis Diehl House (figs. 34-35).  The house 

features a low pitched roof with exposed rafter tails.  Cream colored brick was used to outline 

window and door openings, vents in the gable, and the edges of the house.  Unique patterns 

where created with the use of brick and stone on the chimney and on the porch piers (fig. 36).  

The brick trim in the form of the alternation of three header bricks then three stretcher bricks 

used at the edges in a mixed masonry house even added an element of the Georgian or Colonial 

Revival style to a building by creating a quoin effect.   

In some cases, a mason added a Mediterranean element onto a basic bungalow in the 

form of an arcaded porch.  The Norvim Purtle House, located about five miles west of Vilonia, 

was a local example (fig. 37).  The mixed masonry home was built about 1945 for Purtle by 

Weaver.  It featured an arcaded front entry porch.  Weaver built another home with an arcaded 

front entry porch in Conway (fig. 38). 

                                                           
69 Fred Weaver, telephone interview by author, February 13, 2011. 
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The Tudor or English Revival style was also influential to Vilonia’s stone architecture.  

Identifying features of this style include a steeply pitched roof, usually side gabled; façade 

dominated by one or more steeply pitched, prominent cross gables; and a large and prominently 

placed decorated chimney.  Weaver’s own house is a local example, along with several others he 

built in Conway (figs. 39-40).  The chimney did not require a frame for construction and was laid 

out as part of the coursing.  Masons took advantage of the exterior chimney to incorporate 

decorative elements in the form of utilizing contrasting colors of stone or laying the stone in a 

particular pattern that was easily noticeable (fig. 41).   

The evolution of rock houses in Vilonia can be seen in those houses constructed after 

World War II.  Buildings constructed in the late 1940s and early 1950s exhibited a more minimal 

plan with patios at the front entry and small, integral roofed porches or stoops supported with 

wrought iron.  Examples exhibiting the early Ranch style were constructed postwar and featured 

low, linear roofs with large picture windows in living areas.70  This evolution can be seen in the 

stone structure located off of Highway 107.  The Ranch style house was constructed about 1950 

and is attributed to mason Silas Owens, Sr. (fig. 42).  It is sheathed in a veneer of native stone 

and measures roughly 47 feet by 32 feet with a rear-L addition.  The house features a low, linear 

roof with a recessed carport and central front porch with an integral roof.  The roof is supported 

by plain metal poles instead of stone piers like those influenced by previous styles.   

In addition to residential structures, local builders also used native stone to construct 

buildings housing commercial and religious functions.  The T. V. Hill Service Station was 

constructed in the 1930s by Darrell Weaver.  The rock used to build the service station was 

                                                           
70 Hope, A Storm Couldn’t Tear Them Down, 15-16. 
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gathered from fields.  Weaver completed the labor for the price of $125.00.71  The façade of the 

station featured a one-bay drive through (figs. 43-44).  Another stone gas station was the one that 

housed Beryl Store (fig. 45).  The front covered area of this station is similar to that of the J. F. 

Cartwright Store.   

After four years of fundraising, the Beryl Baptist Church congregation made a motion to 

begin construction on a mixed-masonry church.72  The church building was completed in 1947 at 

a cost of $5, 531.97 (fig. 46).  Forty-two men contributed 4,187 work hours to the project.  It is 

believed that Darrell Weaver was one of these men and it is also suggested that Silas Owens 

worked on this project as well.  Funds paid out for labor totaled $989.23.  Materials cost $3, 

893.53 and heating and lighting fixtures cost $649.21.  The façade featured a symmetrical design 

with an elliptical arched, gable front entry (fig. 47).  The arch was outlined in cream-colored 

brick and further detailed with radiating stones like that found on the Tucker House.   

CONCLUSION 

The Great Depression devastated economic and social conditions nationwide.  Arkansas, 

heavily dependent on agriculture for economic survival, suffered extremely through the 

Depression years.  Especially hard hit were Arkansas’s more rural towns and counties, such as 

Vilonia in Faulkner County.  Reliant on the devastated agricultural industry, Vilonia’s residents 

were often in need of local, state, and national relief efforts to subsist.  The Roosevelt 

Administration enacted numerous social welfare programs to address the widespread 

unemployment and social devastation.  Many of these programs, such as the WPA and NYA, 

sought to employ the jobless in meaningful work.   
                                                           
71 Fred Weaver, telephone interview by author, February 13, 2011. 
72 “Old Church in New Building:  Beryl Baptist Church, Recently Dedicated, Organized in 1852,” Log Cabin 
Democrat, 1947. 
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Work relief was an important tool used during the New Deal-Era to meet the challenge of 

providing assistance to those in need without resorting to the “dole,” which many felt degraded 

the morale of American workers and society.  The WPA, aimed specifically at work relief, was 

successful in aiding the economy from its inception in 1935 to its dissolution in 1943.  Through 

the payment of wages and the purchasing of materials, WPA and NYA projects provided 

immediate aid to destitute families and strengthened the local, state, and national economies.  

The WPA and NYA also contributed to Vilonia’s educational efforts.  The buildings constructed 

by the WPA and NYA provided necessary and improved facilities for school-age children and 

the community.  Furthermore, these buildings feature certain unifying architectural 

characteristics which make them uniquely identifiable.   

New Deal-Era federal building programs trained a generation of masons and other skilled 

tradesmen who have contributed to the contemporary landscape.  The work of the vernacular 

stone builder and the influence of New Deal-Era building programs on the vernacular builder and 

this type of architecture can be studied through the extant and lost architecture in the rural town 

of Vilonia, Arkansas.  Unskilled workers had the opportunity, through employment on WPA and 

NYA projects, to become skilled masons and carpenters readily employed in the private sector.  

Those who were already skilled were able to refine their masonry skills.  Well suited to alleviate 

extreme unemployment, the WPA occupied many otherwise idle hands with gathering and 

hauling stone, chiseling, mixing mortar, and other various duties of masonry construction.   

This cases study, while not comprehensive, was able to identify two local builders, 

Darrell Weaver and Hubert Tucker, whose private rockwork exhibits elements of the WPA style.  

The study also identified the fact that two young men found private work in stone veneering the 

Jessie and Effie Jones House after learning the skill while employed by the NYA on the Vilonia 
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Home Economics Cottage.  Weaver and Tucker, together with these anonymous local builders, 

transformed Vilonia’s built environment with native stone buildings.  The vernacular architecture 

they created exhibits certain unifying architectural characteristics which make them uniquely 

identifiable in regard to type, style, scale, materials, and workmanship.   

The rock work of local builders became an art form as they found different ways to work 

within a small budget and create a unique regional architecture adaptable to a variety of building 

types and architectural styles:  they varied the pattern of the rocks, angled them, and put them 

together with brick to make various patterns.  These stone buildings exhibit a variety of 

architectural influences including Craftsman, English Revival, Mediterranean, and Ranch.  

Originally, many more of these structures existed, but in recent decades there has been a trend to 

demolish these native stone buildings as well as the New Deal buildings that influenced them.73  

Only half of the privately built stone buildings in Vilonia and discussed in this thesis are still 

standing.  Those that do survive serve as reminders of the influence that New Deal-Era building 

programs had on Vilonia’s residents and the built environment. 

                                                           
73 Monica Hooper, “Silas Owens House to be Demolished,” Log Cabin Democrat, December 10, 2007; Hod, “Why 
are churches along Highway 64 bent on the destruction of history?” TheCabin.net Forums, entry posted June 24, 
2010, http://thecabin.net/forums/questions-comments/why-are-churches-along-highway-64-bent-destruction-history 
{accessed January 16, 2010}; Tracie Rozhon, “New Deal Architecture Faces Bulldozer,” The New York Times, 
February 9, 2009. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS 

 
Figure 1.  Example of native stone architecture, built 1940s, Arkansas, Faulkner County, 

Conway.  Photograph by author, 2007. 

 
Figure 2.  Mark and Sandy Hauser House facade, built 1978—83, Arkansas, Faulkner County, 

Vilonia, 161 South Coker Road, built by Mark Hauser.  Photograph courtesy of Sandy Pianalto, 
1986. 
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Figure 3.  Mark and Sandy Hauser House rear elevation, built 1978—83, Arkansas, Faulkner 

County, Vilonia, 161 South Coker Road, built by Mark Hauser.  Photograph courtesy of Sandy 
Pianalto, 1986. 

 
Figure 4.  Mark and Sandy Hauser House rear elevation, construction in progress, built 1978—

83, Arkansas, Faulkner County, Vilonia, 161 South Coker Road, built by Mark Hauser.  
Photograph courtesy of Sandy Pianalto, 1979. 
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Figure 5.  Map of Faulkner County, Arkansas, showing Vilonia and its surrounding smaller 
communities including Beryl, Hamlet, and Saltillo.  Map created by Mike Keckhaver, courtesy 

of the Encyclopedia of Arkansas History and Culture, 2007. 
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Figure 6.  Liberty School Gymnasium façade, built 1939, Arkansas, Faulkner County, Hamlet, 

State Road 36, built by WPA.  Photograph by author, 2007. 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7.  Liberty School Gymnasium plan, built 1939, Arkansas, Faulkner County, Hamlet, 
State Road 36, built by WPA.  Drawing by author, 2011. 
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Figure 8.  Vilonia High School Home Economics Cottage facade, built 1938, Arkansas, Faulkner 

County, Vilonia, intersection of Highways 107 and 64, built by NYA.  Photograph by author, 
2007. 

 

Figure 9.  Vilonia High School Home Economics Cottage plan, built 1938, Arkansas, Faulkner 
County, Vilonia, intersection of Highways 107 and 64, built by NYA.  Drawing by author, 2011. 
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Figure 10.  Liberty School Gymnasium entrance porch with stone piers, built 1939, Arkansas, 

Faulkner County, Hamlet, State Road 36, built by WPA.  Photograph by author, 2007. 

 

 
Figure 11.  Liberty School Gymnasium paired windows in classroom space, built 1939, 

Arkansas, Faulkner County, Hamlet, State Road 36, built by WPA.  Photograph by author, 2007. 
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Figure 12.  Liberty School Gymnasium, Liberty owl detail, built 1939, Arkansas, Faulkner 

County, Hamlet, State Road 36, built by WPA.  Photograph by author, 2007. 

 

 
Figure 13.  Vilonia High School Home Economics Cottage NYA plaque, 1938, Arkansas, 

Faulkner County, Vilonia, intersection of Highways 107 and 64, built by NYA.  Photograph by 
author, 2007. 
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Figure 14.  Vilonia High School Home Economics Cottage stone fireplace, built 1938, Arkansas, 
Faulkner County, Vilonia, intersection of Highways 107 and 64, built by NYA.  Photograph by 

author, 2007. 
 

 
Figure 15.  Jessie and Effie Jones House (demolished 2010) façade, built 1938, Arkansas, 

Faulkner County, Vilonia, 893 Main Street, built by Darrell Weaver with the help of NYA-
trained youth.  Photograph by author, 2007. 
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Figure 16.  J. B. Powell Building (demolished 1990s), built 1925, Arkansas, Faulkner County, 

Vilonia, Main Street, built by Darrell Weaver.  Photograph courtesy of Fred Weaver. 
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Figure 17.  Hubert and Lois Tucker House façade, built 1945, Arkansas, Faulkner County, 

Vilonia, 1183 Main Street, built by Hubert Tucker.  Photograph by author, 2007. 

 
Figure 18.  Hubert and Lois Tucker House plan, built 1945, Arkansas, Faulkner County, Vilonia, 

1183 Main Street, built by Hubert Tucker.  Drawing by author, 2011. 
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Figure 19.  Map showing the physiographic regions of Arkansas.  Map courtesy of the Arkansas 
Geological Commission, 2011. 
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Figure 20.  Darrell Weaver House facade, built 1948, Arkansas, Faulkner County, Vilonia, 

Highway 64, built by Darrell Weaver.  Photograph courtesy of Fred Weaver. 

 

 
Figure 21.  Thompson House facade, built 1950s, Arkansas, Faulkner County, Conway, built by 

Darrell Weaver.  Photograph courtesy of Fred Weaver. 
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Figure 22.  J. F. Cartwright Store industrial storefront windows and colored mortar, built 1940s, 

Arkansas, Faulkner County, Vilonia, Highway 107, built with the help of Darrell Weaver.  
Photograph by author, 2007. 

 

 
Figure 23.  J. F. Cartwright Store tin ceiling detail of classic prism design, built 1940s, Arkansas, 
Faulkner County, Vilonia, Highway 107, built with the help of Darrell Weaver.  Photograph by 

author, 2007. 
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Figure 24.  J. F. Cartwright Store wooden shelving units, built 1940s, Arkansas, Faulkner 

County, Vilonia, Highway 107, built with the help of Darrell Weaver.  Photograph by author, 
2007. 

 

 
Figure 25.  J. F. Cartwright Store façade with severe vegetation growth, built 1940s, Arkansas, 
Faulkner County, Vilonia, Highway 107, built with the help of Darrell Weaver.  Photograph by 

author, 2007. 
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Figure 26.  Clyde S. Hogan House façade, built 1930s, Arkansas, Faulkner County, Vilonia, 

1067 Main Street, built by Darrell Weaver.  Photograph by author, 2007. 

 

Figure 27.  Clyde S. Hogan House plan, built 1930s, Arkansas, Faulkner County, Vilonia, 1067 
Main Street, built by Darrell Weaver.  Drawing by author, 2011. 
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Figure 28.  George Jones House, built 1930s, Arkansas, Faulkner County, Vilonia, 1132 Main 

Street, built by Darrell Weaver.  Photograph by author, 2007. 

 

 
 

Figure 29.  George Jones House plan, built 1930s, Arkansas, Faulkner County, Vilonia, 1132 
Main Street, built by Darrell Weaver.  Drawing by author, 2011. 
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Figure 30.  Pastor Simmons House (demolished 1990s), built 1930s, Arkansas, Faulkner County, 

Vilonia, Highway 64, built by Darrell Weaver.  Photograph courtesy of Fred Weaver. 

 

 
Figure 31.  Clyde S. Hogan House chimney detail, built 1930s, Arkansas, Faulkner County, 

Vilonia, 1067 Main Street, built by Darrell Weaver.  Photograph by author, 2007. 
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Figure 32.  Clyde S. Hogan House keystone detail, built 1930s, Arkansas, Faulkner County, 

Vilonia, 1067 Main Street, built by Darrell Weaver.  Photograph by author, 2007. 
 

 

 
Figure 33.  Beryl Baptist Church Parsonage facade, built 1945, Arkansas, Faulkner County, 

Beryl, 836 Highway 64, attributed to Mr. Satterfield.  Photograph courtesy of AHPP. 
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Figure 34.  Phyllis Diehl House façade, built 1945, Arkansas, Faulkner County, Beryl, 250 

Liberty Road.  Photograph by author, 2007. 

 
 

Figure 35.  Phyllis Diehl House plan, built 1945, Arkansas, Faulkner County, Beryl, 250 Liberty 
Road.  Drawing by author, 2011. 
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Figure 36.  Phyllis Diehl House exterior chimney, built 1945, Arkansas, Faulkner County, Beryl, 

250 Liberty Road.  Photograph by author, 2007. 

 

 
Figure 37.  Norvim Purtle House (demolished 1970s), built 1945, Arkansas, Faulkner County, 

Vilonia, Highway 64, built by Darrell Weaver.  Photograph courtesy of Fred Weaver. 
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Figure 38.  House, built 1945, Arkansas, Faulkner County, Conway, built by Darrell Weaver.  

Photograph courtesy of Fred Weaver. 

 

 
Figure 39.  Springer House facade, built 1950s, Arkansas, Faulkner County, Conway, built by 

Darrell Weaver.  Photograph courtesy of Fred Weaver. 
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Figure 40.  House, built 1940s. Arkansas, Faulkner County, Conway, built by Darrell Weaver.  

Photograph courtesy of Fred Weaver. 

 

 
Figure 41.  George Jones House chimney detail, built 1930s, Arkansas, Faulkner County, 

Vilonia, 1132 Main Street, built by Darrell Weaver.  Photograph by author, 2007. 
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Figure 42.  Ranch style stone house, built 1950s, Arkansas, Faulkner County, Vilonia, Highway 

107, attributed to Silas Owens.  Photograph by author, 2007. 

 

 
Figure 43. T. V. Hill Service Station (demolished 2003), built 1930s, Arkansas, Faulkner 

County, Vilonia, Main Street, built by Darrell Weaver.  Photograph courtesy of Fred Weaver. 
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Figure 44.  T. V. Hill Service Station (demolished 2003) view to southwest, built 1930s, 

Arkansas, Faulkner County, Vilonia, Main Street.  Photograph courtesy of the Faulkner County 
Historical Society. 

 
 

 
Figure 45.  Beryl Store façade (demolished), built 1942—43, Arkansas, Faulkner County, Beryl, 

Highway 64.  Photograph courtesy of the Faulkner County Historical Society. 
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Figure 46.  Beryl Baptist Church (demolished 2002) cornerstone, built 1947, Arkansas, Faulkner 

County, Beryl, Highway 64.  Photograph courtesy of Fred Weaver. 
 

 

 
Figure 47.  Beryl Baptist Church (demolished 2002), built  1947, Arkansas, Faulkner County, 

Beryl, Highway 64.  Photograph courtesy of Fred Weaver. 
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